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ABSTRACT

Paper is one of the essential commodities in the modern world. Together with anergy. paper consumctlon
per capita is often considered as an index of standard and quality cf living. In our country there are about 25
forest based large mills and about 200 small mills based on agrowaste and recycle material. Most of these
factories either use outdated instrumentation or none at all for quality controldurroq production. As such the
quality of panar produced by these factories is not upto International standard, CosequenUy the productivity
decreasssand the energy consumption increases.

Presently in India the value of import of paper and newsprint is steadily increasing. It is estimated that
theactual.demand is likely to increase annually to reach a target of approximately 20 lakh tons by'1990- To
meet this growing demand. one way is to modernise the existing mills with a view to increasing their
nroductivitv through minimising rejects based on controlllnq the quality of paper produced. For this purpose
it is necessary to employ the modern control Instrurnentetion techniques in the pulping zone as well as on the
paper making machine. In this respect. modern microprocessor based electronic systems would playa very
vital Tole. Also it has been well recognised by many instrumentation and control engineers that an adsquatejpro-
cess control system installed in the alant substantially minimises the overall energy usage while keeping the
production at planned level. In India implementing these IIPpropriat@contr.o1 svstern in ex.istiAg mltls.. in a
cost effective manner seems to be a,challenge.

With this in view.wein CEERIMadras Centre: started the development of microprocessor based on-line
quality control instrumentatlon for monitoring Low Pulp C,ol'l'Ststency.Basis Weight: Catipre and Mo'isture in
the pulp and paper industry; Necessary grant-in-aid was provided .bv the Department ().f Electronics.
Govern ment of India. The instruments developed are based On Iatest state-of-art techniques right from the
sensor down to the system. The low pulp consistency monitor (LOC0MON) amplovs an Opto-Electronic'
technique that is unaffected by extraneous alements .Iike pressure. flow. temperature. etc., ana it can be
connected to a by-pass line of main flow line of pulp, The sensors for allsis Weight. Moisture and Caliora
are mounted on a '0' frame with scanning facility to scan the web of paper dur ing production. These sensors
also use state-of-art techniques viz.. Nucleonic technique fot Basis Weight. Capacitance method for moisture
andreluctance technique forcalipre measurements. A dual microprocessor based dedicated 'data system
'SCANPAC' processes the raw data and computes the parameter information such as ..cross profile, trend profile
production summary. etc which are displayed on an integral VDU (CRT).

The instruments have individually undergone field trials in a paper factory near Madras and performed
satisfcactorily. It is for the first time that such appropriate instrumentation systems have be en developed in
our country particularly for small paper mills which use a variety of raw materialslike bagasse. country wood.
straw. waste paper etc.. and as such not economical to use the imoorted monitoring and controlling equip-
ments The Centre is presently concentrating on R&D projects per tairung to D:gester Control. Bleach Plant.
Stoch Preparation. modification to PaoerQuality Control System. etc. A Centre of Excellence to cater to the
Ff&O needsfor modernising this industry through the use of N!icroprocessor Based lnsnurnent ation Systems
has recently been initiated. '

The paper provides the details on the work: explained above. the results of field [trlalsand our future'
programme.
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1. Introduction

The importance of paper and paper products to a
modern economy is self evident. Paper usage is an indi-
cator of a nation's development, Itsper capita consu-
mption is oftenconsidered as an indexof standard
and quality of living. In ,this country there
are about 25 forest based large mills and 200
small mills based onrecycIe material and agrowaste.
Most of t~e large mills have a certain degree of obsolete
instrumentation and process control required for their
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operation and there is no small mill in this country
having any kind of process' control instrumentation.
The instruments usedby them are mostly mechanical,
hydraulic and pneumatic in nature. In most of our
plants, visual methods and off-line quality parameter
measurements are still employed in certain Stages of
operation. The major difficulties encountered in the
use of electronic control instrumentation in the paper
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industry as felt by the manufacturers are, (a) Non-avail-
ability of reliable instruments and spares locally and (b)
Maintenance problems.

2. Need for Quality Control

Quality of paper produced depends largely on three
parameters viz. Basis weight, moisture and Calipre.
The present accepted practice in most of the Indian
industries is to frequently tear a piece of paper from the
On-line roll, measure the Basis weight and occasionally
its Moisture content. This technique of determining
the moisture content takes roughly an hour. The opera-
tor thereafter assumes that the data thus coIlected
occasionally remain the same across and along the
machine direction till the next sample data are coIlected
This is not true and these Off-line methods can not be
relied upon to assess the quality of the paper produced
in real time. This calls for a dedicated data system for
monitoring' these important quality parameters in real
time.

To achieve this, one way is to space series of
transducers across the web and make them monitor
these parameters. Considering the cost of transducers,
this will not be an effective solution. The next alter-
nate is to use a set of transducers which can monitor
Basis weight, Moisture and Calipre and move these
transducers across the web and take the sample values
periodicallv for monitoring. This is the procedure
currently followed in all the paper industries abroad.
This needs a real time scanning system with appropriate
transducers located on it (a-frame) and a dedicated data
system (SCANPAC).

A few larger paper mills recently set up in our
country, use imported instrumentation for this purpose.
Unfortunately, such instrumentation may not be suita-
ble for the small paper mills existing in our country,
since they are outdated and rather slow in production
operation. But they now require the support of mo-
dern electronic systems to improve the quality of their
product, conserve energy and increase productivity.

3. Scope for Electronic Systems Usage:

The instrumentation needed for the pulp and paper
industry may be divided into two parts viz., wet and
dry end instrumentation. Let us first consider the wet
end instrumentation for a typical industry . The stock
is pumped from machine chest at about
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3% consistency to the stock regulating box. A conti-
nuous record of available stock is a necessary operating
information. This is provided by a level recorder. To
ensure stock of uniform consistency, a recording consis-
tency controller automaticaly adjusts the flow of water
for dilution at the suction of the stock pump which
serves as a mixer. The stock then passes into a refiner
where the degree of refining is controlled. The rate of
stock delivery may beicontrolled using the basis weight
parameter. The head of the stock in the head box
determines the velocity of stock flow into the wire. It
is essential for a good sheet formation, this velocity be
the same as the wire speed. For this, the head box
leveljpressrre needs a close control. The rate at which
water drains from the stock through the paper forming
wire has great effect on the uniformity of sheet forma-
tion. After the initial drain by gravity, appropriate
amount of vacuum is applied to the wire to ensure a
uniform rate of water removal. An automatic vacuum
recorder control is used for this purpose. The paper
then enters the press section with about 50% water
and leaves with 25 to 30 per cent. Most of the rema-
ining water is driven from paper in the dryer section.
The moisture measurement at various points along
the machine is important.

The dry end section instrumentation mainly ensures
a proper moisture control by measuring moisture con-
tent on the paper reeling out. At this end, a tachometer
calibrated instrument is fitted to provide data on the
production rate in meters/minute. The sheet tension
as well as its caJipre also could be monitored here, to
ensure uniform build up of the roll.

There are certain special types of instruments nee-
ded for the measurement/control of the following
parameters in the paper industry.

*Low and high level
consistency
*Basis Weight

*Flow of stock {low volume)
*Brightness and colour

*Moisture of paper reel

*Calipre

*Ash content

*Residual chlorine •

Recently it has been proved abroad that control of
paper machines with computers would be possible not
only on new and large machines but also on small and
old machines, considering the increasing cost of raw
materials and energy, and the improvernents, reduction
in cost due to the control systems technology.
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The pay..out on account of use of such computer
control technique would be high returns for a given
investment. Long term performances and the resulting
returns on investment will normally be the prime consi-
deration in procuring a control system. It has been
found that a control system that provides accurate
measurement and sophisticated control as well as high
reliability and easy maintena~ce can pay for itself in
less than one year. While developed countries, have
high capacity high speed paper making machines, it may
be reasonable to assume that a developing country like
ours would find medium size machines optimal for
our requirement. We have more than 200 mills in
Our country producing anywhere from 10 tones per
day and above, forming a considerable part of present
production capacity. These will become obsolete prod-
uction wise in due course, if they are not modernised
with use of advanced computer based electronic control
instrumentation technology.

4. .\1odernisation Througb Microprocessor Based
Systems

Microprocessor based direct digital control instru-
mentation wouid not only enable manufacturing quality
paper but also helps the management to economise
production and avoid wastage of raw materials and
energy. The possible benefits in this case are shown
in Fig. 1. Let us consider firstly, the basis weight
parameter. Basis weight can be measured at the reel
(Dry end) of a paper machine very accurately through
nucleonic technique. The measured value is frequently
compared with the target basis weight and the error is
taken through feed back to control stock flow as shown
in Fig. 2. Measurement and feed back control of
basis weight typically reduces reel average deviation
from the target value by 70% as shown in Fig. 3. This
reduction in variations by itself constitutes an improve-
ment in the quality of the product. The potenatial
savings in the area of raw materials and energy are
through the reduced use of fibre and improved energy
efficiency. The basis weight can now be fixed to a
lower average value through feed back control, keeping
the specification (with respect to basis weight) above
the minimum value as shown in Fig. 4. This shift
in the basis weight average means less fiber usage during
production. Maintaining lower basis weight average
means reduction in energy usage. As an example, if
a 5% reduction in the average basis weight is possible,
it would result in approximately '5% reduction in
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drying demand which would also mean increasing
machine speed by 5% wihch would make the drying
demand the same as before the basis weight shift is
introduced. The result is same tonnage through put.
same energy usage, and 5% more area production.
Quality improvements come from reduced product
variations resulting from accurate measurement and
control. Quality improvements are the results of direct
measurement and control of basis weight, moisture.
consistency etc. Gross direction basis weight measure-
ment and the consequent cross machine profile display
can be used to determine the best slice alignment.
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FIG.4 . MATERIALS SAVINGS

Moisture uniformity is probably the most power-
ful variable in paper manufacturing because of its far
reaching effects on product characteristics and subse-
quent processing. Reduced moisture variations may
result in less energy usage per ton of paper produced.
Lower variations in moisture means the average mois-
ture can be run at a higher level without exceeding the
maximum value. Moisture shifts of 1 to 2.5% have
been documented resulting in energy efficiency improve
ments upto 10%. By monitoring the moisture profile
at the .reel (Dry end), ..it, is possible to reduce the
moisture variations and shifl the average moisture to
a point that the peak moisture is just under the higher
tolerable limit as shown in Fig. 5. An increase in End
Moisture' permits an equivalent reduction in fibre
content while maintaining the required basis weight.
The result of increasing the 'End Moisture' permits an
increas in machine speed without increasing the dry
steam quantity. It has been observed that a 1%
increase in 'End Moisture' permits a 3 to 15% increase
in speed depending upon the particular paper machine,

4·

and the paper produced. The increase of speed permits
an increase in production. .,

Microcomputer based nucleonic control system for:
basis weight and moisture measurement installed in
paper machine between the calender and the reel as
shown in Fig. 6. enables production control as in Fig.7.
The average shift illustrated is a reduction in the
margin of safety employed by the Operators. which is
designed into the specifications. The average shift
represents an economic benefiC, Fig. 8. gives a glimpse
of productivity increase due .to the improvements in
various factors through control.

fiG c ~,r:Hr::MATI~ OIAGRAM or 'PAN':R, MACHINE WITH"C' FRAr.~E
II~ST RUI. ·~Nl .•• ,·
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FoU()wiI\g4n-olci ..~~t6at.~.is •••• OIftlthe
beater and not on the 'ma.chine,.itiSessdfttiai to ini.tc.1
actionfirston raw.materials control, ,l'r.eteSSingofraw
m~tel,"ia,lsat the bleaching; refining, ·andatthe stock
preparation zone ·aad ,then come to tbe paptr machine.
Once, itis,p.ro~We . to, provide a homogeneuus<iIoW Of
pulp from the pulp mill, the quality C1fJ.Pllper't\l>iR'I
automatically improve and subsequent paper machine
in,strumentation ,wouldbelp to .stabilise ,prodUCffon
and improve productivity by cutting Gown time,:the
wastage and things like that. It is·ft It.that instrumeBt- '
ation at thepulping zone of the industry will probably
have the fastest .pay back period and the Jargestmarket
particularly, for, our Indian pulp mills hanalJ.ingnon-
conventional Taw materials which aTeagricukural In
character like bagasse, rice and, wheat stock, and waste
paper. So, it is essential to develop micro processor .
based control instrumentation that would help ufmsing
optimally non-conventienal .matedalsin the-existing
digesters, bleach plant, etc. pqi~er control esseatially
in1pr~veS the pulp yield. reduces steatn coaeumption per
toh or pulp and the uniformity. of the steam demand •
on the 'boiler 'house. Some of' the, 'R &D programmes •
whichhave been con~id~red with a view to modernising
the 'industry, are ,d"iscu$sed 'i?J~ following, pages.

5, lndi~eitous ,Develop~ent -:of' Electronic Systems at
; .~~_,__:""" r-:.j"~".r 0' ~

" < (,EE'RIMacJras . J._'_ « • "

2.;!'!·' :h:··"·
Taking 'all the 'above "factors into consid~ration.

rpERT Madras Centrehave devdof)edthe:eHHte instr •. :
umentation including sensors for On"""'Hne-rMasu~ment
of 'R~~ic;weil!ht, Moisture. Cali pre and Tonnage. The
'0' frame developed primarily" holds all the necessary
sensors and their front end electronics and enables coll-
ecfing 'the data -On-line' ''<lC't6ss ,and 'along the machine
dfrectjo~. In 'Hterature'there are several approaches'
available, but we nave 'Selected the most proven prir»
ciples andtechniquesadonted by ',t'he leading manu-
factures abroad. We nave ::Ils'O'taken:intbcOnsideratibn '
their merirs and theavailabi1it)7ofcdifierent 'CotnJ)OnentS
inour country forthe purpose. ' I nthefullowtng 'sec-
tions are explained in 'brieP,the'prit1tipte -of' measure•. '
ment of the three parametersand. the-functioning 'of the
'0' frame that facilities scanning and .SCANPAC.

5J Basiswcl~ht Ml'asntement~,
On-Iinebasisweight of paper can be measured with

th~;UseOrnuclear radiationas shown tnFig. 9.-The·

attenuation can then the expressed by the following
BEER'S law.

1/10 = BXp(-ftet)
Where, I is tlte transtnittedradiation intensity

10 is the incident radiation intensity
/J. is the-mass attenuation co-efficient
e is the density of the paper
t is the thickness

Solving this equation, e t is obtained. The measu-
red variableet may he further broken down as
follows:

Basisweiglit let) = lj1ibrebasisweight"+' j\~'hbasis-
w~segltt+ Moistute basisweight,

However,tbepasisweight sensor enables Monito-
ring the tptal wt~h~ per unit area of paperie , (et) It
has been found that'the highest measurement accuracy
for paper is possible with beta radiation. It is now a
normal practice touseeon1caimdsuii-ntbeams With
Kr. 85. Since Kr.85 is not available in our country,
we have standardised on Promethium 147 Thallium .204
asour belta radiation 'sources, Promethium 1.4'1 is
sultab1e inthe 'lower tangesofthebasisweignt scale
andThalliutn 204 at the higher 'ranges. Wliilesubstan-
ti8:1'Work has been done using Geiger-Mueller 'tubes and
solid state detectors: 'theionisation chamberemerged as
the optimal detector 'siirceit 'could be highly stabilised
and maderugged, However, present day industrial
grade photomultiplier tubes also work as efffcient '
detectors in'lndustriaJenvlrohment.Thebasiswtkght
instrumentationdeveloped. 'at CEBlu Madras Cefitr~'
is explained in brief now, with reference to Fig, 'It);

I -

-;;J4!t= I;.0'9 I/Io
, (~I)

N./NO

o PROCESS (,PT L

FiG.'9' RESoLuTIoN
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A stable industrial grade photomultiplies tube acts
as the detector of beta radiation. It is provided with a
stabilsed power. supply for operation. . With proper
control, shutter could be opened and the beta radiation'
snowed to reach the detecting face of photomultiplier.
Initially, the number of counts No is registered for .a
duration of S Sec. without naper. Then, with paper
in between,the counts N for the same duration are
noted. Basis-weight is now computed from these two
values.. However, for providing necessary constants
in the calculation, calibration will be done. The value
No is again noted, say, after every 30 minutes and
used during the next 30 minutes for basisweightcompu-
tation. AU processing and computational work is
carried' out with a microprocessor based electronics.

The following points, have been taken into consi-
deration in the sensor design and the associated electro-
nics.

• Foreign material built up and dirt compensation
Source decay

• Air profile correction
• Air colum temperature
• Alignment of source and detector
• Safety with the use of scaled source with proper

shutter operation.

•

S.l Moisture Measuremeut:

The process of paper making 'is 'basically to convert
wet pulp containing fibres and additions into a sheet to
have a certain basisweight, and to contain a certain

. amount or moisture. Measuring. this quantity of mois-
ture in real time enables controlling the drying process
and indirectly helps saving energy due to optimising
the use of steam.

The water in paper basically stays in the pores of
thoftbres. Several physical properties of water can
form the basis of moisture measurement. In the infra-
red region of the spectrum, water molecules absorb
photon energy of certain wave length (t 91 I'm). Altho-
ugh infrared absoJ'l'tion technique is considered presen .•
tly to be the best for moisture measurement, to 0 start
with,. we have . developed a capacitance based sensor
for the purposeofseanning. In the scheme developed
by us, we measure "y a novel technique, the eapael-
tanee. The dielectric constant of dry material (paper]
is between 2toS and the value for water is 80. Thus.
the presence of a small amount of moisture causes
increase in the dielectric constant and hencea change
in capacitance value. Parallel rods as shown in Fil!. II
constitute the capacitance sensor. The web of paper
rides over this sensor. This technique works efficiently
even with low frequencies and high moisture content
values. Microprocessor based electronics is used to
measure the capacitance and this enables computing
the moisture content in paper in real time. An hfrared
based sensor is also under development and it will be
field tested shortly.

S.3 Callpre Me.sare~ent:

In the industry non-contact eallnre (thickness}
measurement is becoming nopular, However. one side
contacting configuration still exists. Thisconfiguration
has the advantage over the -two-side contacting confi-
guration+due to fewer sheet breaks and freedom from
sheet compressibility effects. The basic measurement
configuration is shown in Fis. t 2. With reference to
this figure, paper moves in front of the nozzle without'
touching it. Due to thieknes» variations in paper, the
back pressure Will vary. The gap 'width is also so
selected that, this comes exactly at the centre of the
linear range. This allows detecting the increase or
deceease in the thickness of paper. with a proportional
change in pressure. Now the nozzle is supplied with
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a constant pressure air and the back preuure is mODi·
tored using a monolithic pressure transducer.

5.40- Frame:

The sketch of '0' frame is shown in Fig; 13. This .
frame holds all the three sensors and the frontend
electronics for pre-processing the signals. -It also has a
motot to scan the sensorassembly across the web of
paper continuously. The motor electronics provide
signals pertaining to direction of scan. the scan speed
etc. The limits orthe scan is. programmable. through
the SCANPI\Ckeyboard. Necessary hardware, safety
arrngemenrs, in vital places. are provided to take care
of any failure of electronic components. The frame
console also holds in parallel some of the importaDt
keys of SCANPAC, such that the operator can control
the operation of '0' .frame and SCANPAC either from
SCANPACor from the 'O'-frame.The frame also has
la~ps to indicate the direction of the sensor movement,
shutter status (open or close), power status etc, to
observe even from a distance ADother important
CeQ-tureIs that the scan head is taken to HOMB laplace
where the sensor assembly stays. off paper, when not
in. scan) in case of paper cut, standardisaUon of source,
etc,

~
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5·5 Scanpao:

The SCANPAC enables mointoring parameters
such as Basisweight, Moisture, Calipre and Tonnage.
This f,. a dual microprocesser based system and it
collects signals from the sensor assembly available in
the '0' frame, controls movement of sCan head, intera.
cts with the operator through the keyboard, analyses
the data collected along and across the paper web and
display them in a most appropriate, form on 'a CRT
display. The system SCANPACfor the purpose of
analysis, can be divided into two parts as 1) Measuring
system and 2) I/O system.

5 5 t MeallQrlnR System :

Thi'l "ystf"m sunported by one Z-80 m'cronroeessor
cbio enables, collectlng and processing of'ctata cortes-
pending to basisweight, ("atiore Mois'ure Temrerature
of air column between the sensor assembly and RPM'
or the camp roller for tonnage calculation. The'
temperature of the air column is necessary to provide
correction to basisweight monitored due to temperature
variations of the air column. It also enables ealeula-:
ting the cross and trend profiles of the basisweight,
callpre, moisture and the deviation of.these data from
the target values fed in by the operator through the
1revboardavaihtble in T'O svstem. The scan width ot
paper of3 mts (maximum web size in our present
design). Is divided info lanes each of 25cm width. The
speed of the sensor head is so adjusted as to cover each
lane in 5 seconds. Deviations in the trend and cross
profile value'! of these oar-"tmeters calculated by the
measuring svstem is transferred to a common memory
shared by the measuring system and the I/O system. For
every basisweight value collected within one lane of,



2Scm inS seconds, about 3'50 values of ~'aHpre,moisture
and temperature data aee collected and the a~age of
these are calculated and given as one cross profile Val~;.
A maximum.of Ij; .such cross profile values are made
availablefor every scan of paper of 3 mts we,l).,a-nd
thea' the.devlations from the target values for. every
value so collected are computed: At the end of ' every
scan' a new cross profile in terms of percentage of devi-
ations from the target ualue is puton the 'CRT display.
The average of these '12 cross profile lCD) values cone-
cted in each scan is takenas one trend value. 15 such
trend values are accommodated .OIl -the CRT screen
undertrend (MD) display.

Auto-calibration of the sensore takes pla~~{lc~ in :...
every 30 minutes with the sensor h~~d brought. to Its
H~~ 'position.' This' is primarily necessaryfor the
basis-weight Ineasure~I'lt '1:0 .aecount 'for- the' 'source
deeay,' , ,Also :eluting 'cafibtafion;' the ,.measui'itlg s~terri .
es~ntitdly .ch\'lcl«i'fhe ,drift :in ,the "'·sensor amplifier: -etc, ')
in the 1lbscRee.of~r: ' 'The'\fimits·of these 'er~r's -are;
taken into acic~l1nt'whilethe' ·mea~u'~ment isdori~. Jt0;~
the ~ever'of!this;eri'6r s~nal is ;otitsilfe'ftre'permissi-:
ble ' '1iiIiits~' which' may happen due' to SOTnf'!,
damage "in t1te sensor "orin itschO'itry,. 'it
ind:il!ateIF:.the ,t8i~ure; -of ' the calfP're" transducer on
the CRT. During calibration, of'the mosture meas-
uring system, the capacitance of the transducer is essen-
tially measured without paper.' The'va1ue'oflne cap:' ":
acitor normnlJy drifts because of the temperature
and" ..1tence- cbtredtioll 'due 't~' thistt:mp~ratue. i~ nece- ,
ssary.' 'SinOO'fb'is drift 'liesbefween twolimits, any ,
capacitor da:ni'outsidb'these iiin'its' ,is ' atttib~ted to the ,.
dahiagi!! either 'of the 'capadt~~r or..in -its a~s~cia~ed,
ciooUitry.' In -Sucha case the 'n;'oisture" measurement
gets 'stI~",end~d:' ....All :'th6.e sdftw;.'re cb~cks~are'int~o-
duced'io-,t1re:Sysfein to' see' that the' system ~~ a ~)lOJe
pr8iVidesreliabieinfdrrnat1on, r ':.' ,, ,

r I , ,. "

~ ! ":.:, ., J--:' . -:1,_ ": . z,' ,f

:, ":lii~'systt;t;n,is SUfti'ort~~Lby,;math~tZ:"'-80'micrb-'
pf(;)~~~~OrtqrOllglJ ,¥bk;h!h» op~~tOJL,interactsWiththe'
m~asnrell}t:nt, frame .0~.atJQ~;,' ·pasjS':wej~t': SOUrce','

sh~it~I «gutr!;>I,ptog-rammiQg.. tJle14at~i",GRT1dtspJay" ,
pr!n(o,ut: of. the ~qui~ed da~,etc",A 14~'.0lQ:Q~rQme '
Ci{t s<;reen.tQ~displayjng~ll ~he~sary cinformatton:"
for t4~.operator, .~ ~:vbDard \V jth,47',J(ey~ for operator;::
int.er~ctiq,~!:.:a,.;potmatrixprill~~for ..ORT: pa~dUJll!»lt4~
real time, clock, separate C\~p.la.ys)Q .indicate tjle,papor'
8

cut at three differeIit pl~ce8 on" paper '~acliine, 'a 'hooter .1'

to give alarm during paper cuts etc, C9as.tiUrtes,this,,:,!
system,

5.6:-:AehieTemeats:.cter'CD1!."5 Programme:"', .:n,
The Departmejifs if Electronics, bJw~yof appre'--;'

elating the progress and achievements of the «entre, has
recently' set up a'Centreof Excelle~de in th~area o{~
Electronlcs Systems .Development primarily for moder-':
nising theIndian 'pulp. -and Paper Industry. :The research .-
anddevelopmental' Work that are being carried out
underthisCentre rjor" Development .of'Electronic Sys-,
teJris'(CDES) are 'liiglitighted below :-,

5.(j.:lDi~st~.)coatroltlJl.ru •••.eDtatioD :,' ,', -.
A- 'c&ttipU-ter'base<l 'mlfthemaf4cal: model forthe"

batch digster Waf; -developedbased -oa the :data collected
from anearby-paper vmill. Als0"--animationsoftwa;re·
for the:.operatioo of batch .d~ige&rerwas-completed.· IR'
moisture. .metee. 'being developed; u-lXier another pro-.
gramme.will.be 'usedjonIine ,for.; iItn~asur.ingmoisture./
Theweight-of dry ,b~gasse,being -.leaded' int-o -the 'batch .
digester w.ilI be -oomputed 'usinga r-weigbtometer-and
the information derived from the Moisture meter. A;';
digital controller configuration is being worked out to
ach~-e--the..eaQ.'A-·i*'pet'-ift#l~'MM'·Mad ras has been
identified for our trials. ,"

-: -e , \",~.
5 6 2 BrigIJtne;ssMonitor:' -,

'. "-,

An optical technique was :chosen for "monit-oring
the brightness of pulp. This involves measurement of
the intensity of reflected light (blue as per TAWI
standard) along the circumference of a;45 degre-esvie-
wing circle with a constant in~ens,ity light incident
perpendicular on the object (pulp). Two designsofthe
sensor assembly were completedand Fabricated. Nece-
ssary electronic system was also designed and fabricated.
Integration is being done and testing will start soon. A
facility for obtaining On line calibration has also been
provided in the design. - '
56 3IR Moisturei1onitor :

/

A sensor assembly of the IR moisture meter was
designed and fabricated. It essentially; employs two
wave lengths, viz: 1.8 and I.91 umts of which the
latter-is affected by water present in the paper, Tbe
electronic system and the software modules for carrying
out computation were written and tested. The system
is being developed with a view to monitor four mois-
ture channels in real time. The. sensor assembly essen-
tially employs two filterS mounted ina telecentric
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section, a derated Tungsten filament lamp, and nece-
ssary optics. Laboratory tests are being done with a
view to, finalise the design and take up prototype
fabrication of the complete system.

56.4 Field Trials:
The system as a whole, '0' frame and SCANPAC

Was initially field tested at Mis. Pondicherry Paper
Mills, for a limited period. Some changes in the ,0'
fame structure and software were found necssary.
These changes were then implemented. The system is
presently undergoing trials at MIS. Dhanalakshmi Paper
MiJIs near Madurai in Tamil Nadu. The results are
encouraging.

The specifications of the system undergoing trsals are
as follows:

Basisweight
Moisture
Tonnage
Accuracy
Display
No. of pages
Data entry
man/machine
communication
Scanning speed
Scan width
Averaging width
Paper break

25 to 500 GSM
o to 20%
100 Tons
± 2% FSD

Video, 31 ems.
16

Keyboard

3 mtrs. per minute
3 mtrs, (Maximum)
25 ems. (Lane width)
3 places, visual and audio

alarm
230 Volts, 50 Hz.Power SUPPlY

5.7 Cost Benefit:

..

Based on the basis weight data collected during
the field trials at MIS Pondicherry Papers Ltd., with
the Nucleonic Basis Weight Monitoring System develo-
ped at CEERI Madras Centre, the cost benefit details
have been worked out. The workout is only a sample
calculation to show that a simple monitoring instru-
mentation like the one developed at CEERI, Madras
Centre, could help the industry to avoid wastage during
production. The quality control could then be achieved
in an appropriate manner. For a mill situated at
Pondicherry which normally has to produce around
50 tons of paper per day, around 8.85% of paper
produced does not confirm to quality with regard to
basis weight, since the basis weight changes beyond
±2% of the set value. Assuming the approximate
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cost per ton of paper as Rs, 10,000, the wastage per
day, only on account of basis weight tolerance, works
out to be (extending the sample calculations to hold
good for the entire day) as Rs. 44,250. But in practice,
this waste paper could be rec) cled back and made as
papcr again, for which steam has to be used again for
drying purpose. At the rate of4' tons of steam/ton
of paper produced and .the nominal cost/ton of steam
as Rs. 150/- the extra cost incurred is Rs.2,6551- per
day equivalent to Rs,79,'650/- per month. This is on
account of steam alone. Six monthly savings i.e. Rs.
4.78 lakhs, would roughly be the cost of the microcom-
puter based monitoring equipment. So, the cost of
the equipment could be taken, in about' six months and
then the pay of starts

6. Future Programme of Work:

The following will be the R&D programmes envisaged.

* Chipper House/Digester Instrumentation:
Typical basic control functions that would be performed
by the proposed microprocessor based control systems
are:

* Chip charging
* Liquor charging
* Steam control using H-factor correction
* Kappa number control
* Relief control
* Blow control

* Stock and Bleach Plant Instrumentation:

The primary reasons requiring the usage of micro-
processor based control instrumentation in this zone
are:

* Saving chemicals by ensuring that only
sufficient amounts are used for each stage
of bleaching.

* Minimising degradation of pulp by decre-
ased yield and strength due to action of
the chemicals on cellulose.

* Improve quality with computer control
maintaining the output brightness of pulp
at the required level under both steady-state
and dynamic operating conditions.

* Increase. throughput

* Minimise. the total volume of effluent
from the,4>Iant.

* On Machill~.,.Instrumentation:

'9



Certain special types of ir.strumentation that are
needed on the paper machine are given below in the next
page. These instrumentation systems will also be desig-
ned and developed employing modern microprocessors.

* Felt tension controllers
* Felt edge aligners
* Paper break annunciators
* Wet end moisture monitors
* Machine draft velocity monitors, etc.

Modifications to Dry End and Roll Handling
Instrumentation:
Mositure Profile Controller:
Basis Weight Controller:
System for Head Box Slice Profile Control:
Real Time Tensile Strength Monitoring Instru-
mentation With Drive Control:
Millwide Control and System Instrumentation:
Process Modelling and Simulation:
Development of Stand-alone Systems for Labo-
ratory Uses:

*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*

10

7. Conclusions:

In this paper an analysi s of the situutlon existing
in our pulp and paper industry in respect of control
instrumentation usage has been made. Also, the need
to modernise the industry with micorprocessor based
control instrumentation that would increase the produc-
tivityand also help conserving energy, has been disc-
ussed. The importance of using electronic systems
towards quality and process control in the pulp and
paper industry has also been brought out. A glimpse
of R&D work that has been completed and those that
are envisaged in our Centre have been highligted.
It is felt that creating a strong base now for the
development of the electronic systems needed would
not only help modernising the existing plants but
also help newer plants togo for modern systems with
a view to conserve energy and improve productivity
through quality control.
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